
1 OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT INTERNAL AFFAIRS DIVISION 

2 INTERVIEW OF OFFICER MIGUEL MASSO 

3 

4 Sgt. Fleming: All right today's date is 8 May 2012, and I'm Sergeant Sean Fleming. 

5 I'm here on the second floor of the eID, Captain Rachal's office, conducting an interview 

6 with Officer Miguel Masso in regards to Oakland Police Report 12-021875. The incident 

7 occurred on 06 May 2012, the time was 0003 hours and the ending location we're using for 

8 this incident is in front 0[9230 Birch Street and I am present. To my right is? 

9 DA Mifsud: Senior Deputy District Attorney Ken Mifsud. 

10 Insp. Foster: Inspector Mike Foster with the Alameda County DA'5 Office. 

11 Off. Trevino: Officer Robert Trevino, 8526. 

12 Mr. Stern: I'm Harry Stern and I'm here acting as Officer Masso's counsel. 

13 Lt. Lindsey: Lieutenant Drennon Lindsey, serial number 8179. 

14 Capt. Rachal: Captain Anthony Rachal, 7572. 

15 Sgt. Fleming: Okay then we also have monitoring on the phone. Can you guys hear 

16 me? 

17 Mr. Elzey: Yeah, David Elzey, OPD Internal Affairs. 

18 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. 

19 Sgt. Wong: Sergeant Wong also with Internal Affairs, 8048. 

20 Sgt. Fleminsz: All right so we're all here. All right and the time is going to 1323 

21 hours. Officer Masso, I'm going to read you an Abridged Miranda. I'm sure Mr. Stem 

22 explained it to you before we started, right? 

23 Off. Masso: Yes, ,sir. 
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1 Off. Masso: I'm a patrol beat officer, District 6. 

2 Sgt. Fleming: What's your normal days off? 

3 Off. Masso: My nonnal days off are Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and every 

4 other Tuesday. 

5 Sgt. Fleming: And your shift hours? 

6 Off. Masso: My shift hours arefram 1515 to 0315. 

7 Sgt. Fleming: Are you assigned to a particular PSA beat'? 

8 Off. Masso: Yes, I am. Beat 33. 

9 Sgl. Fleming: And your call sign? 

10 Off. Masso: 2-Adam-33. 

11 Sgt. Fleming: And you're -- the passenger or your partner during this incident? 

12 Off. Masso: I was driving with my passenger, my partner, Officer Joe Fesmire, 8757. 

13 Sgt. Fleming: Okay during the incident in question what we're interviewing about on 

14 Sunday 0003 hours, who was your supervisor? 

15 Off. Masso: Sergeant Todd Mork, 8173. 

16 Sgt. Fleming: And on this incident, were you also working the 1500 to 0300 shift? 

17 Off. Masso: Yes, sir. 

18 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. And is Todd Mork your current -- is he your regular supervisor 

19 also'? 

20 Off. Masso: Yes, Sergeant. 

21 Sgt. Fleming: Can you tell me do you have any relevant or special training that you 

22 received or that you already had in your law enforcement career? 

23 

24 
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1 Off. Masso: Okay. 

2 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. And just like -- so we'll start off with the area from what I 

3 understand it would be 90th and Birch Street. 

4 Off. Masso: Yes, Sergeant. 

5 Sgt. Fleming: And then, kind of, if you want to just do the 90th Avenue portion, 

6 because it's several-- it's a big scene. 

7 Off. Masso: Okay. 

8 Sgt. Fleming: So you're going to use more paper, and then we'll probably do the 

9 ending scene on another piece of paper. 

10 Off. Masso: Okay. 

11 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. So if you can just use this pen and just kind of like give me like 

12 a directional arrow for the north and then start offvvith the 90th Avenue when you guys were 

13 first on patrol and we' II start from there. 

14 Off. Masso: Okay. Do you want me to say it as I'm drawing this, or no? 

15 Sgt. Fleming: No, just make the map and then we'll go into -- we'll let you narrate 

16 and tell us what happened. All right. So for this incident, when this first occurred right. 

17 Off. Masso: Yeah. 

18 Sgt. Fleming: Let's just start off with how -- what brought you over in that area that 

19 day? What were you guys doing? Who was driving? Where were you guys on your way to 

20 when you first encountered those three subjects? 

21 Off. Masso: We were on (inaudible), our normal area. We were just doing routine 

22 patrol on 234. We were traveling westbound on Birch Street coming up to 90th Avenue in 

23 the 1900 block of 90th. Once we got to the stop sign at the intersection of 90th and Bank --

24 I'm sorry, Birch and 90th
, we saw three male blacks crossing the street across at Birch onto 
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1 the north sidewalk on the west side of 90th Avenue. What brought my attention to these 

2 subjects was one of the male blacks was wearing a gray hoodie and actually I made eye 

3 contact with him. 

4 Sgt. Fleming: You guys were west on Birch right here? 

5 Off. Masso: Yes, Sergeant. 

6 Sgt. Fleming: Okay, show me where you first got to 90th where your car is at. 

7 Off. Masso: We were just we were here stopped for the stop sign about to make a 

8 southbound turn onto 90th. 

9 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. 

10 Off. Masso: And the male blacks were -- the three male blacks were actually across 

11 the street on Birch and actually right at the corner, the northwest corner of Birch and 90th. 

12 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. 

13 Off. Masso: We stopped there for a brief moment, and we looked at them. The male 

14 black in the gray hoodie I made contact with him and he looked a little suspicious by his 

15 behavior, the way that he was walking and then he just wouldn't look at me again. The other 

16 two male blacks kept on looking behind them as they were walking northbotmd. 

17 Sgt. Fleming: I'm going to interrupt you for just a quick second. You said a male 

18 black with the gray hoodie? 

19 Off. Masso: Yes, sir. 

20 Sgt. Fleming: Okay, can you give me a description of him and what you recall? 

21 Off. Masso: Male black, about 18 years of age, gray hoodie, and I believe it was light 

22 blue jeans, short hair. 

23 Sgt. Fleming: Anything else you remember about him? 

24 Off. Masso: No, negative; that's about all I remember about him. 
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1 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. 

2 Off. Masso: Description wise. 

3 Sgt. Fleming: All right, so that's the fIrst one, 

4 Off. Masso: Yes, sir. 

5 Sgt. Fleming: There was two others? 

6 Off. Masso: There was two other male blacks. 

7 Sgt, Fleming: Can yOll give a description of the two others? 

8 Off. Masso: The other two male blacks were around the same age, about 18/20 years 

9 of age. 

10 Sgt. Fleming: Were they wearing the same color clothing? 

11 Off. Masso: They were wearing the same colored clothing, yes. One had a black 

12 hoodie and I think the other one had a black jacket, or a black sweater or a coat. 

13 Sgt. Fleming: Can you do like -- do 1, 2, and 3 and show me number 1 would be the 

14 guy in the gray hoodie. 

15 Off. Masso: The gray hoodie. He was on the left side. 

16 Sgt. Fleming: Okay, and then where was the second guy at? 

17 Off. Masso: The second one was just right next to each other. 

18 Sgt. Fleming: Can you just put #2 right there. 

19 Off. Masso: And then #37 

20 Sgt. Fleming: And #3. And they were walking in which direction? 

21 Off. Masso: All three of them were walking northbound on 90th west sidewalk. 

22 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. All right, just go ahead and continue. 

23 Off. Masso: Okay. As they were walking by we were looking at them, and I noticed 

24 that the guy with the gray hoodie is holding -- his left hand is swinging freely and his right 
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1 hand is not swinging freely. As he's walking past -- as he's walking past us, it actually 

2 looked like he actually touched the right side of his waistband, which led me to believe that 

3 he could be carrying a concealed weapon. Based on my training experience, usually a 

4 suspect usually when they're carrying a fireann, they usually hold the right side of their 

5 body. He would check the side of his body and touch it to make sure that it's there, which 

6 made me believe that he possibly had a gun. 

7 We then observed them for a little while as hey continued walking northbound on 

8 90th. 

9 Sgt. Fleming: You guys are still over here? 

10 Off. Masso: We're still over there. 

11 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. 

12 Off. Masso: We (inaudible) me and Officer Fesmire talked about what we were 

13 going to do as far as approaching them, whether we were going to make contact with these 

14 guys or not. 

15 Sgt. Fleming: What kind of conversation did you and Officer Fesmire have when you 

16 guys were seeing these guys, if you can remember? 

17 Off. Masso: We were actually talking about, "Hey, I think the guy in the gray hoodie 

18 possibly has a gun." And converse a little bit, so we could see what other behavior they're 

19 going to show whether there's a possibility that he could have a gun or not. We then cross --

20 went across 90th Avenue and we actually parked at the northwest comer of 90th and Birch 

21 and actually had a clear view of them, and then we're losing sight of them as they're walking 

22 northbound. They pass about three - we watched for about 30 or 45 seconds or so. We 

23 watched the guy in the gray hoodie reach out of his waistband and put something in between 

24 the gate with his right hand. He actually reached in through the gates, leaned through and 
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1 actually dropped something. I'm not sure what it was. I then believe at that time, I believe I 

2 told -- me and Joe talked about that possibly he discarded something. Don't know what 

3 exactly it was. 

4 I then observed the guy in the black hoodie go across the guy with the gray hoodie 

5 and actuany throw - there was some interaction but I'm not exactly sure. I know they were 

6 talking and couldn't really determine what they were talking about or what they were doing. 

7 But they actually kind oflike switched spots and now the guy in the gray hoodie was 

8 standing over where the guy in the black hoodie was at and the guy in the black hoodie was 

9 standing where the guy in the gray hoodie was at. 

10 Sgt. Fleming: Show me where you were when they switched positions. 

11 Off. Masso: It was probably two houses I'd say, and there was steel gates and he 

12 actually reached through and actually placed something in there. And I'm not sure what it 

13 was. And now number 3 is walking over here. The gray hoodie was in the middle and the 

14 other guy in the black jacket was on the right -- was all the way to the right. 

15 During this time we're watching them, all three of them are constantly looking back 

16 at us as what are we doing. And their conversation (inaudible) but we believed that they 

17 discarded a weapon or some fonn of contraband. We decided, 'Hey let's go make contact 

18 and let's go find out what they're going to do.' 

19 Sgt. Fleming: Just -- you guys were still in your vehicle at that time? 

20 Off. Masso: We're still in our patrol vehicle, yes, sir. 

21 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. Did you guys, when you guys were going westbound. did you 

22 ever turn on your spotlights? Did you ever tum on your lights and your sirens or anything? 

23 Off. Masso: Negative, Sergeant. 

24 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. 
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1 Off. Masso: But we never turned on any emergency lights never no spotlights, we 

2 never -- we just rode past to see what they were going to do. (Inaudible) if they did decide to 

3 run or what it was they were going to do. We decided that we were just going to low key it 

4 and actually approach them to see what their reaction was going to be. 

5 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. 

6 Off. Masso: When we saw him discard the whatever gun or what it was, we decided 

7 hey let's go make contact with them and let's go do a suspicious stop and go make contact 

8 with them and see what their reaction is going to be. I put my vehicle in reverse and we 

9 pulled up right next to them -- maybe 15,20 feet of where the area where we actually 

10 observed them toss the discarded (inaudible) - the UnknUWll object. We low keyed it. We 

11 had talked about what we're going to do. We were just going to approach them and see what 

12 they do. Usually people take off 011 us. We - threw out the question and asked, and we 

13 talked about what it is we're going to discuss before we made contact, and we decided we 

14 were just going to ask them if they heard any shots fired. 

15 We approached them. When we approached the guy in the gray hoodie just 

16 kept on walking. The other two guys, in the black hoodie and the black jacket, just stopped 

17 and the guy in the gray hoodie, when I got out of the car and kept on walking. 

18 Sgt. Fleming: So when you guys come up here, show me where you guys parked the 

19 car again. 

20 Off. Masso: I just pulled up right next to them. Pulled up right next to them as they 

21 continued to walk. 

22 Sgt. Fleming; Did they stop or were they continue to walk? 

23 Off. Masso: They continued to walk, yes. 

24 
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1 Sgt. Fleming: So what did you guys do? Well you described this part of it. Just let 

2 me know if you guys made any commands to them. Did you guys say anything to these 

3 people at all? 

4 Off. Masso: No, we did not. Well, I asked him if heard any gunshots and because I 

5 was closest to them. Joe actually came around the other side, so I think I distracted them 

6 enough that Joe came around and make contact vvith them. When I actually they stopped 

7 on their own without us telling them to stop or anything like that. I got out of my vehicle. 

8 I'm talking to them about, hey the gunshots they heard. Joe went ahead and maybe retained 

9 the guy in the gray hoodie believing that he discarded a weapon or contraband. 

10 Once he was detained, I asked the other two subjects, the guy in the black jacket and 

11 the black hoodie, I asked them to sit down, cross their feet, which they complied, and they 

12 actually sat down. And then after he was detained, I saw Joe, Officer Fesmire walk over to 

13 the area where he believed where we believed he discarded a weapon or some kind of 

14 contraband. I then observed the guy in the black hoodie get up off the ground and began 

15 running. 

16 Sgt. Fleming: All right, when you first encountered the three right there where yOll 

17 guys got out of your car, was anybody handcuffed? 

18 Off. Masso: At the time, no. 

19 Sgt. Fleming: None of them none of the three were handcuffed? 

20 Off. Masso: Yes, after when he started running, yes, the guy in the gray hoodie was 

21 in handcuffs. 

22 Sgt. Fleming: But initially when you guys got out of the car, you had all three of 

23 them on the ground, correct? 

24 
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1 Off. Masso: Oh no, just two of them on the ground and we immediately detained the 

2 guy who we believed that started the contraband. 

3 Sgt. Fleming: Okay, did you guys put handcuffs on him? 

4 Off. Masso: Yes, we did, Sergeant. 

5 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. And that's the guy in the gray hoodie, right? 

6 Off. Masso: That's the guy in the gray hoodie. The guy, at the time that we believed 

7 that discarded something, contraband, sir. 

8 Sgt. Fleming: When you guys get out of the car, are these three subjects are they 

9 saying anything to you or are they saying anything amongst themselves if you remember? 

10 Off. Masso: They talking by themselves. I couldn't really determine what exactly 

11 they were saying, but they were talking. 

12 Sgt. Fleming: What was their demeanor like? 

13 Off. Masso: They were a little bit nervous. They kept on looking to left and right as 

14 if they were looking for an avenue of escape, because we had the main guy detained that I 

15 believed he was the guy who discarded the contraband. I did not feel that we needed to place 

16 them in handcuffs or actually detain them. So while this is going on, that's when after we 

17 detain them, we detain them and we ask them to have a seat on the ground, which they did on 

18 their own. That's when Joe went back to go retrieve whatever was tossed or discarded. And 

19 that's when the guy in the black hoodie got up off the ground and took offrunning. 

20 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. Can you show me like put a little directional arrow which way 

21 he ran? 

22 Off. Masso: Yeah. He ran -- he ran northbound on 90th and then he crossed -- he 

23 went across 90th Avenue, across four lanes of traffic and through the parking lot of Hooker's 

24 Liquor and then continued eastbound on Olive Street. 
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1 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. When you guys were over here, just give me a description of 

2 I know it was at night, 0003 hours, were the streetlights on, were they not working? I want 

3 you tell me about like the illumination out there. Could you see these guys, or was it dark 

4 and that kind of stuff. 

5 Off. Masso: It was the lights were functioning and it was illuminated. It was dark, 

6 but I was able to see -- see their hands and see what they were doing and I actually had a 

7 clear view of them. 

8 Sgt. Fleming: Now these three individuals that you guys encountered over here, did 

9 you know them from any prior contact? Did you remember them or recognize them at all? 

10 Off. Masso: No, Sergeant. 

11 Sgt. Fleming: Prior to you stopping them, did you at any time -- did you guys put this 

12 out over the radio? 

13 Off. Masso: I believe Joe did, but I'm not 100 percent sure, Sergeant. 

14 Sgt. Fleming: At what point do you think -- you know whatever you remember. 

15 Off. Masso: Probably the time that we detained them. I'm pretty sure Joe put it out, 

16 but I'm not sure, Sergeant. 

17 Sgt. Fleming: Just one other quick question. You and Fesmire, you guys worked 

18 together before, correct? 

19 Off. Masso: Yes, sir. 

20 Sgt. Fleming: You guys have made like how many stops of Code 7 or individuals out 

21 there in that area? How many like? 

22 Off. Masso: Me and Joe had gotten we're actually leading in the department and 

23 collecting guns off the streets. We have something just about us when we work together, we 

24 have a knack for it. Over the last six months, I think we got at least anywhere from 20 to 30 
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1 Sgt, Fleming: VYhen yOll guys -- when you were out here making a stop, did you 

2 notice any other people out here? 

3 Off. Masso: There was nobody outside, 

4 Sgt. Fleming: Clear night and no people out walking around? 

5 Off. Masso: There was people at the parking lot at Bookers Liquor, but there was 

6 nobody around the area of Birch and 90th at the time we observed the three subjects walking, 

7 Sgt, Fleming: Okay. Let's kind oflike continue and you can start off with the area of 

8 Olive going down to 92nd, and then from 92nd back to Birch again. 

9 Off. Masso: Okay. 

10 Sgt. Fleming: Okay? 

11 Off. Masso: Okay. 

12 Sgt. Fleming: And then just while you're drawing, when this guy took off running 

13 from you, what did you think the reason why he ran from you? 

14 Off. Masso: I believe by the time he took off running, I believe that the guy in the 

15 gray hoodie no longer had possession of the handgun, I believe that when they switched 

16 spots, the guy with the gray hoodie and the guy with the black hoodie, I believe that whatever 

17 contraband he had, he probably handed it off to the guy in the black hoodie. So 1 believe that 

18 the reason why he was running was because he probably had -- probably the guy in the gray 

19 hoodie handed something off to him and that's why I chased after him, 

20 Sgt. Fleming: Okay, and when he was running, when he gets to this point over here, 

21 describe to me how he was running, like where YOll remember his hands were and yOll said 

22 hehadona ... 

23 Off. Masso: ... black hoodie. 

24 Sgt. Fleming: A black hoodie, right? 
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1 Off. Masso: Yes, Sergeant. 

2 Sgt. Fleming: Okay, tell me where his hands were and how was he running? 

3 Off. Masso: He was a normal person would run with pumping both hands. He was 

4 running with neither one of his hands pumping. I've chased subjects where they actually 

5 hold it in one hand, they're holding their pants and they're other hand is swinging freely 

6 attempting to get away from an officer. This individual actually had both hands hanging onto 

7 his pants, which one hand was holding onto his jeans with his left hand, I believe, and his 

8 right hand was holding. 

9 Sgt. Fleming: He like -- if you can just stand up real quick andjust show me where 

10 do you remember ... 

11 Mr. Stem: Are you okay to stand up? 

12 Sgt. Fleming: Oh, I'm sorry. Well if you can do it --like where was his hands 

13 actually when he was running most of the time? 

14 Off. Masso: He had both hands in front of him. 

15 Sgt. Fleming: Okay for the tape, for you guys listening, he's putting both his hands 

16 on his waistline, and he's running with both hands holding his waistband like he's trying to 

17 hold up something? 

18 Off. Masso: Yes, Sergeant. 

19 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. 

20 Off. Masso: The right hand was - it appears that he was holding his jeans and his 

21 right hand appeared that he was holding a gun. The reason being is because neither one of 

22 his anns were holding -- were moving -- and they were just stiff, they were just stuck as if he 

23 was holding something from falling out or trying to hold something there like holding it for it 

24 coming out. 
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I Sgt. Fleming: All right. 

2 Off. Masso: And this -- I immediately noticed this when he went across 90th Avenue 

3 -- that's when I really noticed that he was holding this and the first thing that came into my 

4 head, 'he's actually holding a fireann.' 

5 Sgt. Fleming: From this -- from where the initial stop was made and over here to 

6 90th when he runs across Bookers parking lot, do you ever see him throw anything at all? 

7 Off. Masso: No, I did not. 

8 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. All right, go ahead and continue the map from right there. All 

9 right so we're at the point now where you're in foot pursuit and you're crossing - you're 

10 going in an eastbound direction on Olive in the 9000 block, cOlTect? 

11 Off. Masso: That's correct. 

12 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. So let's start from -let's continue when you're in the foot 

13 pursuit and kind of like describe for me whether you're on the south curb, the north curb, 

14 because I wasn't there, so just let me know when you're describing. Let us know where you 

15 were running at and where you saw him nmning to and all that kind of stuff. 

16 Off. Masso: Well once I first started pursing that I believed had a gun, I was offset to 

17 his left making sure I was out of his line offrre. Once we got on the south sidewalk on Olive 

18 Street, I was offset, so then at this point I got a pretty good view of his left hand and his right 

19 hand, and at no time did he release either his left hand or his right hand to let (inaudible) 

20 probably going to discard something. So he was holding on to it with both hands. He then 

21 continued and I was offset to his left as he continued on the nOlih -- south sidewalk on Olive. 

22 Sgt. Fleming: Can you draw some like little arrows to show me where he waS at, 

23 okay. 

24 
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1 Off. Masso: He then made a southbound tum on 92nd Avenue and he actually went 

2 across 92nd A venue and then we were running down the center -- down the middle of the 

3 road, and I was offset to his right at that time. We then made a -- he then made an eastbound 

4 tum on Birch and he continued to run eastbound on Birch. I continued behind him. I was 

5 maybe -- the whole entire time I was either offset to the left, to the right. By this time --

6 actually mid-block on 92"d, I noticed that he started getting tired and actually I was closing 

7 distance even closer so I was maybe anywhere from 5 to 10 feet behind him, so I was gaining 

8 distance on him. 

9 Sgt. Fleming: So what about your distance between when you're running eastbound 

10 on Olive? 

11 Off. Masso: It was -- we -- actually I stayed up with him, he was actually pretty fast, 

12 but actually I kept at a good distance, maybe 10 - 15 feet, but I don't think it was anything 

13 more than 15 feet. And I was on him the whole entire time up until we got to 92nd. Once we 

14 got to 92nd, that's when I noticed that he started getting tired and I actually picked up speed 

15 just a little bit more, so I could get close to him, which I was maybe anywhere from 10 -- 5 to 

16 10 feet away from him once we got to 92nd and Olive, so I was closing in speed. 

17 Sgt. Fleming: Did you ever lose sight of him at any time when the initial -- when the 

18 foot pursuit started? 

19 Off. Masso: No, Sergeant I never lost sight of him. 

20 Sgt. Fleming: Right behind him? 

21 Off. Masso: Yes, Sergeant. 

22 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. So about 10 to 15 feet? 

23 Off. Masso: Ten to 15 feet on 90th and Olive, I was about 10 to 15 feet. Once we got 

24 to 92nd, I was about maybe 5 to 10 feet away. 
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1 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. So continue on. 

2 Off. Masso: We got to 92nd, we're maybe two or three houses into Olive - their 

3 yards. I then saw him pull out the right hand out of his waistband and then I observed a 

4 black object, which led me to believe it was a gun. Training and experience -- that was the 

5 gun. I knew that it was a gun. I continued to chase him, at that time he had a gun. 

6 Sgt. Fleming: Show me -- could you put like a little asterisk, at what point over there 

7 on Birch Street from the corner did you see him pull this, what you believed to be a gun, out? 

8 Like 20 feet, 30 feet, 40 feet from that point right there. 

9 Off. Masso: There was some cars outside parked in the road, because we were in the 

10 middle of the road and I want to say he was at least maybe 20 feet into the ... 

11 Sgt. Fleming: ... just approximate. 

12 Off. Masso: Approximate 20 feet onto Birch when I saw him pull out the handgun 

13 out of his waistband and started -- he was then pumping his right hand as he was still holding 

14 his left hand on his jeans and I observed the handgun in his hand. I then unholstered my 

15 weapon and I was running with my weapon in this hand and then I observed him -- I 

16 observed him turn his body clockwise and as he turned around and actually pointed the 

17 handgun at me. I've arrested a lot of people and I've been around a lot of guns. I've never 

18 had anybody point a weapon at me, so this was the first. 

19 Sgt. Fleming: Just go slow. Just go slow. Just go slow. 

20 Off. Masso: For the first time in my life I actually thought somebody was going to 

21 kill me. I was scared. I actually -- I made eye contact with him as he's pointing the gun and 

22 it scared the living crap out of me. I then went to auto pilot, tunnel vision. I don't know what 

23 it was, but for some reason I couldn't hear anymore. There was a lot happening and it was 

24 
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1 quick. I believe that I fired a round, I intentionally pointed my weapon at him. I fired a 

2 round at him. 

3 Sgt. Fleming: At what point did you fire the round at him? 

4 Off. Masso: I was maybe five feet away from him. Maybe two or three houses, I'm 

5 not sure how far in we were. We were actually by that time, he actually went from the street 

6 and made it out to the sidewalk and actually offsets to the left when I believe I fired my first 

7 round. I then saw there was a party going on. I'm not sure why this is, but I just thought 

8 they were some Hispanics. It was some Hispanic party going on. There was some people in 

9 a car and there was people on the side of the driveway. 

10 Sgt. Fleming: Okay, so let's n let's just slow up just a tad. So you make the tum and 

11 he's down turning onto Birch? Are you over here on the north curb or do you -- and it's just 

12 what you remember, okay? 

13 Off. Masso: Okay. 

14 Sgt. Fleming: Or are you on the south curb? 

15 Off. Masso: I'm in the middle of the street I think. 

16 Sgt. Fleming: Middle of the street and where is the suspect at? 

17 Off. Masso: The suspect is in the middle of the street also. 

18 Sgt. Fleming: The middle of the street. Okay, and you said that he pulled his fireann 

19 out, correct? 

20 Off. Masso: Yes, Sergeant. 

21 Sgt. Fleming: And then you pulled yours out? 

22 Off. Masso: Yes, Sergeant. 

23 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. So you guys are running eastbound in the middle of the street. 

24 Off. Masso: Yes. 
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1 Sgt. Fleming: Show --let's get -- show me the point where you said you fired your 

2 weapon, show me like a little star or something where you think you remembered you fired 

3 your weapon at, where were you standing at? Where were you running at or ... ? 

4 Off. Masso: When he pointed the weapon on me, at me, he then crossed over to the 

5 south (inaudible) sidewalk and then I was right behind him. Another sidewalk offsets the 

6 (inaudible). So I believe I fired my first one outside the sidewalk. 

7 Sgt. Fleming: On the sidewalk, okay. 

8 Off. Masso: So, I was probably maybe about there. 

9 Sgt. Fleming: I may do this to you a few times. 

10 Off. Masso: Okay. 

11 Sgt. Fleming: But when you fired this first round, why did you fire that round? 

12 Off. Masso: I believed that he (inaudible) a threat to me. When I made eye contact 

13 with him, I believed that he was going to shoot me and it's either - it's more survival mode. 

14 Either I engage him and eliminate the threat because he's going to eliminate -- he's going to 

15 kill me, so 1 decided to fire my first round, my first shot, because I knew that my life was in 

16 danger. 

17 Sgt. Fleming: Could you tell whether or not you struck the subject or not? 

18 Off. Masso: I do not know, but I felt something, but I don't remember the smell or 

19 the muzzle flash. I don't remember any of that, so I'm not -- so I do not know for sure if! 

20 fired the first round or not. But it caused the suspect as he tripped and as you drop forward 

21 into the fence, there was a fence in front of the residence where the party was at. 

22 He hit the fence. I was behind. I was maybe 5-feet at the time behind him. He hit 

23 the fence. I think he went headfirst, that side of his body first into the fence enough that he 

24 actually pushed the fence back a little bit. When he hit the fence, he turned around and he 
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1 turned around clockwise and as he turned around, he has the handgun in his hand and he 

2 points it at me again. I then discharged my firearm. I do not know how many times I fired. 

3 As I was firing, I'm actually follow through, I see he's falling to the ground and I'm actually 

4 backpedaling the same time. I believe at that time that's when I actually probably shot 

5 myself in the leg, in the foot. I backpedal, he fell do·wn, and then like there was a lot of 

6 people there and there was a lot of screaming. 

7 I believe I was telling the crowd to get back. I don't remember how many times I 

8 told the crowd. I also assumed that he was no longer in possession of the firearm when I 

9 engaged, when he fell on the ground he was no longer in possession of the firearm. 

10 I was then able to get on the radio (inaudible). I heard sirens. I knew the sirens were 

11 corning on and then I was able to get on the radio and give them my location of where I was 

12 at. Then that's when I realized that I was actually shot. 

13 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. So when yOll fired the first -- you talked about when you fired 

14 the first round, correct? 

15 Off. Masso: Yes, Sergeant. 

16 Sgt. Fleming: Okay, well we still have to talk about the additional rounds, okay? 

17 Off. Masso: Yes, sir. 

18 Sgt. Fleming: All right. So you fired the first round and you say you fired that in 

19 response to him pointing a gun at you, correct? 

20 Off. Masso: Yes, sir. 

21 Sgt. Fleming: Okay. Let's talk about the reason why you fired the second round, 

22 okay? 

23 Off. Masso: Okay. 

24 
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1 Sgt. Fleming: So that's the third round. So then the fourth round, you said -- you 

2 mentioned just a second ago that you were backing up. 

3 Off. Masso: Yes, sir. 

4 Sgt. Fleming; Okay. So let's talk about that round. 

5 Off. Masso: Okay. 

6 Sgt. Fleming: So explain -- so you had fired the three times at the suspect, right? 

7 Off. Masso: Yes. 

8 Sgt. Fleming: And then you said you were backing up? 

9 Off. Masso: Yes, Sergeant. 

10 Sgt. Fleming: Okay, let's talk about that part. 

11 Off. Masso: Okay. As I'm backing up, I guess I'rnjust I'm following through as 

12 he's faUing to the ground. Somehow I shot my foot. I don't know. As he was still a threat at 

13 the time, I don't know, I mean I think I hollered something. 

14 Sgt. Fleming: Well what I'm trying to get to is did you trip on something? Did you 

15 hit an object or anything, or do you -- whatever you recall? 

16 Off. Masso: I was backpedaling. I'm not sure if I hit -- I don't think I hit anything, 

17 or I bumped into anything behind me. There was nobody behind me. I know there's a curb 

18 coming down off the sidewalk, maybe it could have been that, but I'm not sure. 

19 Sgt. Fleming: Okay at the driveway right there, do you remember it being kind of 

20 like elevated, like say you know was it elevated going up? Or when you were going back, do 

21 you remember the sidewalk being a driveway at all, or a flat sidewalk? 

22 Off. Masso: It was driveway going up. 

23 Sgt. Fleming: Going up? 

24 Off. Masso: Yes, Sergeant. 

,-QuI/I/' 
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1 Off. Masso: No, sir. 

2 Insp. Foster: Okay. So who is the first person out of the vehicle? 

3 Off. Masso: I believe Joe was out of the vehicle first. 

4 Insp. Foster: And what did Joe do? 

5 Off. Masso: Joe came around my vehicle as I was talking to them. Just in case they 

6 do take off, I can cut them off with my patrol vehicle and actually put it out what we're 

7 doing. In order for me to give him enough time to make contact with me (inaudible) inside 

8 my vehicle. Once I observed Joe was out of the vehicle, that's when I stepped out of my 

9 vehicle. 

10 Insp. Foster: I think you said you asked a question to one of the suspects -- or I don't 

11 know how the time goes, getting out of the car, is that right? 

12 Off. Masso: Yes, sir. 

13 Insp. Foster: What did you ask? 

14 Off. Masso: I asked them if they heard any gunshots. 

15 Insp. Foster: And again that was just something made up to engage them with a 

16 conversation. 

17 Off. Masso: Yes, sir. 

18 Insp. Foster: Any response? 

19 Off. Masso: I believe they said -- I'm not sure which one it was, but they said they 

20 haven't heard any gunshots. 

21 Insp. Foster: Now when you say 'they' are you talking about the two guys in the 

22 darker clothing, or the guy in the gray and someone else, or do you know who? 

23 Off. Masso: I believe the guy in the black jacket said they haven't heard any 

24 gWlshots. 
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1 Insp. Foster: Okay_ At some point you asked the two guys to sit dovm, is that right? 

2 Off. Masso: Yes, sir. 

3 Insp. Foster: Okay_ Did you pull your gun out or anything to show or display your 

4 force? 

5 Off. Masso: No, sir. 

6 Insp. Foster: Okay. Did you tell them they were under arrest? 

7 Off. Masso: No, sir. 

8 Insp_ Foster: Did you handcuff either of the two guys? 

9 Off. Masso: No, sir. 

10 Insp. Foster: And what was the purpose? What was going through your mind to have 

11 them sit dovm on the sidewalk? 

12 Off. Masso: In order for me to maintain a little control over them. I figured if I just 

13 have them have a seat on the ground, usually they will comply, especially if they're not 

14 armed, or they don't have any weapons or contraband, usually they'll comply and they'll just 

15 have a seat. I figure since we already had the guy that we believed discarded the weapon or 

16 contraband. I didn't think the two guys would possibly have it now. 

17 Insp. Foster: And when you approached a group that outnumbers you, or the fact 

18 there was another officer, is that something you guys think about making sure that you 

19 control them by having someone sit down, or having someone perhaps cuffed at times? 

20 Off. Masso: Yes, sir. 

21 Insp. Foster: Is it something you have trained a specific program? 

22 Off. Masso: Something I'm trained to triangulate the threat and the amotmt of force 

23 to get the upper hand just in case and react to the threat whatever happens. 

24 
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1 Insp. Foster: Now to get the person that ended up being shot, got up and ran, is that 

2 right? 

3 Off. Masso: Yes, sir. 

4 Insp. Foster: Okay. And during the chase, are you yelling any commands to him? 

5 Off. Masso: Yes, sir. 

6 Insp. Foster: Okay, what are you telling him? 

7 Off. Masso: I'm yelling out to him, "Stop. Stop running." A few times I told him 

8 that I was going to taser him ifhe didn't stop. Obviously he did not comply by continuing to 

9 run and try to get away from me. 

10 Insp. Foster: How many times did you tell him to stop? 

11 Off. Masso: I don't know. It was 10 - 15 times. It was quite a few times. We chased 

12 him a few blocks, so it was quite a few times I told him to stop. 

13 Insp. Foster: When you say 'we', it was just you though? 

14 Off. Masso: Just me. Sorry. Yes. 

15 Insp. Foster: Okay. Now what was going through your mind when he refused to 

16 stop? 

17 Off. Masso: What's going through my mind is that he's possibly alTI1ed and he has a 

18 firearm or contraband that he's trying to get rid of. 

19 Insp. Foster: Did that add to your belief that he might be alTI1ed? 

20 Off. Masso: Yes. 

21 Insp. Foster: By his failure to stop? 

22 Off. Masso: Yes, sir. 

23 

24 
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1 Off. Masso: Because they don't carry a holster and tend to see them wearing baggy 

2 clothing or them moving around or running from the police or other subject out there. They 

3 make sure that it's still in place. 

4 Mr. Stern: And in your opinion based on what you observed, is that what the man in 

5 the gray hooded sweatshirt was doing? 

6 Off. Masso: Yes, sir. 

7 Mr. Stern: And did you when you first observed the person in the gray hooded 

8 sweatshirt, did you immediately run in to stop him, or did you take the time to make some 

9 additional observations? 

10 Off. Masso: We took the time to make additional observations to detennine what's 

11 going to be the best plan of action. 

12 Mr. Stern: Okay. And to develop additional .. 

13 Off. Masso: ... probable cause. 

14 Mr. Stem: Probable cause. All right. And as far as the two gentlemen in the - one in 

15 it sounds like a gray hooded -- excuse me a black hooded sweatshirt and the other one in a 

16 black jacket, initially were you investigating them for any criminal activity? 

17 Off. Masso: No, sir. 

18 Mr. Stern: All right. And you use the term 'control' in terms of asking them to sit 

19 down. Was that for your safety? 

20 Off. Masso: It's more for my safety than anything else. It's better for me to know 

21 where they're at and can see their hands and any movement, any sudden moves or anything 

22 of that sort. 

23 Mr. Stern: All right. But they were free to leave as the man in the black hooded 

24 sweatshirt did, correct? 
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1 Off. Masso: That is correct. 

2 Mr. Stern: You didn't turn on your PDRD at the beginning of this encounter. Can 

3 you explain a little more in detail why you didn't do that? 

4 Off. Masso: The way me and Joe have things broken down is that ifI'm the driver, 

5 I'm in control. I'm the driver, that's what my sole job is. Joe, like he's the passenger, his job 

6 is to radio in and control of whatever reports that we have. When -- our plan of action was 

7 we were going to get out and we were going to make contact, distract them a little bit and 

8 then Joe was going to make contact. When Joe got out of the vehicle to make contact, I 

9 didn't want to leave Officer Fesmire by himself. I wanted to get out of the vehicle as soon as 

10 possible to make contact with them. Usually when we get out to make contact with them, we 

11 actually put out the stop, make contact, tum on PDRDs, but because it happened so fast, I 

12 just forgot to turn it on. 

13 Mr. Stern: Okay. One other thing back on this initial contact with the three 

14 gentlemen. When you pulled -you were the driver -- when you pulled your patrol car up 

15 next to them, how fast were you going? Did you screech up? 

16 Off. Masso: No, I was going maybe 5 to 10 miles when I pulled up next to them, not 

17 very fast at all. 

18 Mr. Stern: All right, did you block them at all in any way? 

19 Off. Masso: Not at all. 

20 Mr. Stern: \Vhy did you decide to pursue the man in the black hooded sweatshirt? 

21 Off. Masso: I decided to pursue him because initially when he first took off, I 

22 realized that there's a possibility he could also be anned or have contraband, or the 

23 possibility that the guy with the gray hoodie probably handed them off whatever he was 

24 holding on to. Started thinking quickly that how when they both crossed paths, there was a 
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